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Abstract 

A five degrees of freedom Actiw :\fagnetir B('ar· 
ings (.-L\fB) system is developed in Tsinghua 
Univ('rsity. which is controlled by digital con· 
trollers. 

The model of the radial A~fB system is lin· 
('ariud and the state equation is derived. Based 
on the state variables feedback theory, digital 
controllers are designed. The performance of the 
controllers are evaluated according to experimen· 
tal results. 

The Computer Aided Design (CAD) method is 
used to design controllers for magnetic bearings. 
The controllers are implemented with a digital 
signal processing (DSP) system. The control al· 
gorithms are realized with real·time programs. It 
is very easy to change the controller by changing 
or modifying the programs. 

In order to identify the dynamic parameters of 
the controlled magnetic bearings system. a spe· 
cial experiment was carried out. Also, the on· 
line Recursive Least Squares (RLS) parameter 
identiHcation method is studied. It can be real· 
ized with the digital controllers. On·line paramo 
eters identification is essential for the realization 
of adaptive controller. 

Introduction 

A magnetic bearings system with electromag· 
np.t.ir at,t,radivp. f'orrp. iR an inhp.rp.nt,ly opp.n.loop 
unstable system. The uncontrolled magnetic 
force provides a negative stiffness to the magnetic 

·Supported by the NlI.tional Natural Science Founda
tion of China 

hp.arings sysT,p.m, i.P.., whp.n rohp. gap hp.t.\\"Pp.n rot,or 

and bearing is reduced. the magnetic force 'Will 
be increased. In this case, compensation to such 
a system is necessary. The j\J.\JB controllers can 
eliminate the negative stiffness and provide pos· 
itive stiffness and damping to the . ..\...\fB system. 
Therefore. the performance of the controllers is 
a decisive factor to the performance of the .-\..\lli 
system. Many papers have described design of 
the control system. [1, 2, 3, 4J 

In order to design a practical A..o.vfB controller. 
which is easy to implement and has relatively 
good performance. some control algorithms are 
studied on a computer system. 

Design of digital controllers can be divided into 
several steps. Firstly. the discrete model and 
state equation of the system are obtaint'd accord· 
ing to the original system. Secondly. a controller 
is designed with the CA.D method according to 
the st'lected control algorithm. Thirdly, the de· 
signed controller can be simulated with computer 
before implemented as a real·time control pro
gram. Lastly, the coefficients of the control pro· 
~ams are tuned to reduce the effects of devia· 
tions of the system model. And, if necessary. the 
system modelismodified, and:the controller'is reo 
designed. 

In our magnetic bearings system, the rotor has 
five degrees of freedom need to control, one axial 
degree of freedom and four radial degrees of free· 
dom. Generally, the a:cial A.lVIB system can be 
considered as a single degree of freedom system. 
i.e. it is uncoupled with the radial A..."\-fB system. 
In our early work, digital and analog controllers 
for axial MID had been studied. [51 

The axial A .. \ffi controllers are Single· Input 
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F ig'llI~ 1: S(,nl(,Ulr~ of Radial ~Iag,n('t.ic Bearings 

Single-Output (SISO) controllers, which can be 
a.nalyzed and designed with the classical control 
theory. However, it is difficult to design the 
Multi- Input ~lulti.01]tput (~l~fO I controller'!. 
a:s u:seJ foc a raJial.-L'v1B :SYtjlelH. wil.h Ole da:s:si· 
cal control theory. 

III th.b paper. WI" Cucu:s our ~Ludy o'iI the radial 
. -\'~fB controllers with the state variables feed· 
back theory. 

Radial Bearings System 

Figure 1 shows the schematic structure of ra· 
dial magnetic bearings used in our e.lperiment. 
The horizontal rotor is supported by two radial 
magnetic bearings, A and B. Each bearing con· 
troIs- two motion directions of rotor. :r and y, in 
t.h~ n x~d CartE'sian coordinat.E's. ThE' origin of 

the- coordina.tes. 0 is at the ma.ss (',-"fiter of t,he ro
tor. The electromagnetic force of each direction 
is produced by two opposite magnets. The mag· 
nets in !J direction provide- an additional force 
.to support the weight of the rotor. 

In actual magnetic bearings, the relation· 
ship between magnetic (or..:e and control current 
and rotor position are nonlin~ar. Howl'"er. when 
th~ rotor position is near the reference posit,ion, 
till' relatj"II~h.ip can be liut'arizeJ a~: 
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where. 

kp-position stiffm·ss 
hi-current stiffness 

x-displacement from reference position 
i-control current 

( 1) 

The total current in magnets can be divided 
into ('ontrol current and bias current. Th(' bias 
current makes the ma.gnets work in the linear 
range of magnetizing curve. [6] 

Taking state variables vector as. 

control variables vector as. 

The sta.te equation of the magnetic bearings 
system is. 

x= AX+BU 

where. state matrix . 

A=( 
0 0 T 0 1 

0 0 0 [ 

L 0 0 -.\i 
0 L ;.''yi 0 

c:ont.rol mat.rh. 

/ 0 0 \ 

B=!:!. 0 0 

~ kp L 0 
0 L 

The 2 x 2 submatriies 0, I are zero and iden
tity matri'(cs, respectively, and. 

1+~ 
J" 

1 _ mi,-i, 

-" 

1 _ mi._I, ) 
J" 
i l 

1+~ 
"'11 I 



Generally, J ,,/ J.r -< 1. when the rotor rotates 
at the low speed, 9ubmatrix M can be con:iidered 
as zero matri."{, Le., the gyroscopic effects can bt' 
omitted. 

The rotor positions in each direction are mea
sured by four eddy·current displacement sensors 
mounted near radial bearings. In the linear range 
of the sensors, the outputs of sensors, which are 
produced by analog circuits, are DC voltages 
proportional to the displacement of the rotor in 
each dir{'ction. W h{'n the rotor is at reference 
position:'! in bearings, all the outputs of the sen
sors are zero. Therefore, the output equation of 
the magnetic bearings system is, 

y=cx 
where, 

output matrix. 

C=(I 000)" o I 0 0 

Design of Control System 

The CAD method is used to design digital op
timal state variables feedback. control system. [7] 

For a continuous time systt'm, the performance 
index to be minimized is, 

J = 10'.:0 [XT (i)QX{t) + UT (l)RU(l) Jul 

where, Q and R are the state weighting matrix 
and control wt'ighting matm, respectively. 

Givl'!n sampling pp.riod T, t.h P. st.ate MIlIat.ion 
can be discreti-l;ed as, 

X(k) = FX(k - 1) + GU(k - 1) 

where, F and G are the discrete state matrix and 
control matrix, respectively. 

And the performance index can be discretized 
as. 

00 

j = I:[XT (k)QIX(k) + 2XT (k)QsU(k) 
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Fjgllr~ '2: Simniat,ion Result.s of St.ep R~sponsp 

where, Ql, Q: and QJ are the discrete state 
weighting matri"'{, control weighting matrix a.nd 
cross weighting matri~, respectively. 

Given the continuous state equation, weight
ing matrixes Q and R. and sampling period T. 
a computer program is available to compute the 
opt.imal st;!.t.e varia.bil~s f~p.nha.dt gain mat.rix K 
for digital controller. The choices of weighting 
matrixes Q and R have decisive effects to the 
dynamics of, a. magnetic bearings system. 

We choose the matrixes. 

Q = diag(q,q,q,q,O,O,O!O), 

R = I 

where, q > 0 and I is a. .. x 4 identity match. 
These choices mean that only the squares of dis
placements and coniroi currents are weighted in 
the performance index J. 

The simulation of step response of the mag
netic bearings system controlled by controllers 
with different values of q are shown in Figure 2_ 

The simulation results shows that a big q cor
responds fast response of the system. 

Identification of System Parameters 

The optimal state variables feedback. control 
theory is very suitable for designing . ..\.i"m control 
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F'igur(' 3: Paramet('rs Identilication Experimen" 
tal System 

'5Y'5tem from th(' givj>n sy'5tem moq('l. However. 
if the parameters of the system are not accurate 

. enough, the designed control system will not be 
optimal or even make controlled system unstable. 

Because t.he A ... \,fB '5Y'5t.em i8 open-loop unst.a
ble ami uuulinear. i:luwe impurLanL paraweLeri:l uf 
system. such as position stiffness kl' and current 
stiffness k;, are strongly dependent on- operating 
point of A}.tffi system. It is difficult to measure 
the system parameters accurately from an open
loop system. However, when a simple controller, 
like PO controller. can suspend the rotor stably, 
the parameters can be measured from the close
loop system. 

Figure 3 shows a schematic experimental sys
t,p.m. Thp. horizont.al rot.or, wit.h rot.at.ion spp.p.d 

o = 0, is suspended stably. Setting this work
ing state as the operating point of the magnetic 
bearings system, the reference position of rotor 
in bearhlgs, the C~"1'ents in bearing coils can 
be measured and the bearing forces can also be 
dp.ddp.d ar.r.ording t.o t.hp. st,rnc:t.llrp. of magnp.t.ir. 

bearings and the rotor. 

When a small weight ml is loaded to the ro
tor, it will have small displacements from the 
reference position. The displacements of rotor 
and the currents in bearings can be measured di
rectly. The changes of bearing forces can also be 
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decided. Changing the weight to m2(m2::F md. 
another set of data. can be obtained in the same 
way. According to the linear assumption. bt'ar
ing forces are expressed as Eq. (1). Therefore, a 
set of ~quation8 is obtained. Consequently. the 

kp and I:; can be obtained by solving thest' equa
tions . 

. -\nother close·loop measurt'ment method. 
called Recursive Least Squares (RLS) parame
ters identifica.tion method. is also studied. This 
method can be realized on-line with a digital con
troller and the difference equations of an .~\lli sys
tem can be obtained directly. 

Consider a single degree of freedom rotor! the 
motion equation, 

mx = kpz + kji 

can be transformed to a difference equation, 

where, 

a2 =-1 

k T'! 
al =2+ -p

m 
1 •. 1'2 

b 
_ It, ~ 

1--
m 

d = 2 - delay number of sampling period 
." (Ie) - random noise at sampling time Ie T 
T - sampling period 

The predicted system output is, 

(2) 

(3) 

i.(k) - ol~(k - 1) - ~(k - 2) + ,31i(k - d) + '1 (k 
= -x(k - 2) + yT (k - 1)9(k - 1) + l1(k) 

where, the input and output vector, 

Y(k - 1) = [z(k - 1), i(k - d)Jf 

predicted parameters vector, 

From the control inputs i and system outputs 
z, at kth sampling period, the predicted system 
parameters are,. 



B(k) = B(k - 1) + N(k)[.r(k) - x(k)] 

where. x(k) is the rotor displacement measured 
at kTth time. 

And the matrix 

/._ _ P(k - I)V(k - 1) 
N( .) - 1 + V7'(k - I)P(k - IlV(k -1) 

the positive definite covariance matrh 

P[kj = 1- N[kjV'l'[k - IjP[k - 1] 

The initial iteration values are, 

P(O) = aI, a = 5 ..... 104 

8(0) = 0 

The simulation results oC RLS parameters 
identification with a PO controller are shown in 
Fig-ure -l. The predicted system parameters con· 
verge to the real system parameters stably. i.e., 

From the identified parameters at. /31 and 
Eq. (2) and (3), the parameters kp • hi can be 
c:ompnt.f!ri. 

It is the advantage of the on-line parameters 
identificat.ion t.hat the difference equat.ion of t.he 
~Ylltelll ill obtaiued ilirecLly, aud accordiug to the 
difference equation an on· line control output can 
be calculated. Based on this idea. the adaptive 
controller can be designed. 

Implementation of Digital Control 
System 

As we know, the radial A.\fB system has 8 
state variables and 4 control variables. The feed· 
back gain matrbt is a 4 X 8 matri.~. When the 
optimal control algorithm is directly realized in 
a real· time program, at least 32 multiplications 
and additions have to be done within an inter· 
rupt period. And, counting in the calculation 
of observing state variables l the control program 
will be very large. 

In our test· rig, a TMS32010 l)SP system 
was used to implement the control algorithm. 

1.0 
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r 

3,.=2.1 
b 1=O.0077 

0.0 4-jh-I-r.,..,.,..."-nrrrr',, TITlllllllllnlrrl rl rl II II III I 
10 t/T 20 30 o 

Figure 4: Simulation of On· line Parameters Iden
tification with PO Digital Controller 

TS1S32010 can do a multiplication or addition 
in a 200ns instruction cycle. However, the limi· 
tation of in· chip data RAi\1 makes it difficult to 
run the optimal control program. which needs 
many data R. \...\f Cor controller coefficients. To 
simplify the structure of the control system. a de
~entralized controller is used. which is obtained 
by simply omitting all the coupling elements in 
the optimal feedback gain matrix. 

For oW' wagnetic bearingll ~Y::ltew, at low roo 
tation speed of rotor. the coupling elements in 
optimal feedback gain matrix K arc very small 
compared with the uncoupling elements. There· 
fore, it is believable that this simplification will 
not cause large degradation of system perfor
mance compared with the optimal central con· 
trol. Figure 5 shows the step response of radial 
magnetic bearings controlled by the decentral· 
ized controller and the optimal central controller. 
And this result has also been verified in some 
other papers. [8] 

To obtain velocity of the rotor. which can not 
be measured directly, the digital differentiators 
are used. A modified differentiators algorithm 
is. 

ud(k) = ~[z(k)+3z(k-l)-.3z(k-2)-xrk-3)J 
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Figure ·5: Comparsion of Central and Decentral· 
ized Controllers 

where, 

l'-sampling period 
x(k)-input displacement at sampling time kT 

This algorithm can reduce the effects of input 
noise to system performance, 

The block diagram of control system is shown 
in ~'igure 6, The digital control system consists 
of displacement sensors, sWitching power ampli· 
liers, DSP system and a host computer. The 
control program can be loaded to the memory of 
the DSP. The structure and parameters of the 
controllers can be changed easily in the memory. 
The Howchart of the real·time control program 
is shown in ~'igure 7. In this digital system, only 
one AID converter and one D IA converter are 
used. Four input and output ports are switched 
by two multiplexers. This simplification is eco
nomic use of hardware, but increases the time of in· 
terrupt service program. 

Experimental Results 

According to the designed controller. the feed· 
back parameters are tuned. The step responses 
of the radial magnetic bearings with different 
feedback parameters are measured. In fact, when 
the velocities of the rotor are obtained by dif· 
ferentiators, the decentralized radial A .. Ivrn con-
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~'igure 6: Block Diagram of Control System 

Main Program 

~'igure 7: Howchart of the Real·time Control 
Program 
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troller can also be considered as four PD con
trollers. From the view of PD connoner. chang
ing of gains of proportional and differential paths 
means changing of stiffness and damping of sys
tem. Figure 8 shows a set of step responses 
curves with different damping 'I and same stiff
ness. 

Conclusions 

Computer Aided Design method is very suit
able for the design of radial magnetic bearings 
~nnt,rnl 'Iv'It.pm. Thp np<;ilTllPn rnnt.rnJlpT ~"n - ----- -- .'" - - -_. ---- -- --0--- - - ----- ---- - .. _-

be simulated with the simulation program be
fore ,implemented as a practical AJ.\1B controller. 
And, the effects of controller coefficients to the 
system perfonnance can be revealed by simula
tion. For example, increasing of position weights 
in'ii-perfonnanceindexwill increase the speed of 
system response. With the CAD method, the 
development cycle of Mill controller is shorter,_ 

The experimental results show that the sim
ple decentralized state variables feedback digi
tal controllers also have relatively good perfor
mance. This control system has simple structure 
and is easy to implement in a digital control sys
tem. 

W hen the static rotor is suspended stably, 
the close-loop measurement can be carried out 

to identify the system parameters. The on
line parameters identification is an advanced pa
rameters identification method. Based on this 
method, an adaptive controller can be realized. 
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